
Introduction

Tumor growth reflects several factors, including the cell

growth coefficient (the ratio of proliferating cells to rest-

ing cells), the cell cycle and coefficient of cell loss, usually

due to necrosis or apoptosis, in which the key enzymes are

caspases. 

The cell cycle consists of four phases; mitotic division

(M), post-mitotic G1, DNA replication S, and the pre-mi-

totic G2 phase. In physiological conditions the cell cycle is

mainly controlled by cyclins, cyclin-dependent kinases

(CDKs) inhibitors of cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKIs),

and numerous transcription factors (E2F family), enzymes

activating cell kinases (CAK), and several proteins in-

volved in signaling pathways [1-3]. 

Cyclins represent a numerous group of proteins which

modulate the cell cycle by binding to respective kinases

(CDKs) and the formation of active complexes. Several cy-

clins have been isolated: A to T, but the function of numer-

ous cyclins has not yet been recognized. They are

synthesized de novo in various phases of the cycle and their

variable concentration is linked to the function of CDKs

and the progression of the cell cycle. After passage through

a specific phase their concentration decreases with the in-

activation of CDK and, following ubiquitination, are de-

graded in proteasomes [1-3].

Cyclin-dependent kinases are present in a cell throughout

the cell cycle, activated by partner cyclins they phospho-

rylate numerous proteins, which is associated with the ac-

tivation of transcription factors, subsequently involved in

the replication of DNA and in modeling of the cell cycle. At

least nine structurally linked CDKs have been identified

(CDK1-CDK9), though not all of them have been ascribed

a specific function in the cell cycle. CDKs may be inhibited

by two families of inhibitors: the INK4 family, including

p16

INK4A

, p15

INK4B

, p18

INK4C

, and p19

INK4D

, which compete

with cyclin D for binding with CDK4 and CDK6 and

CIP/KIP family, including p21

CIP1 

(or p21

WAF1

), p27

KIP1

and

p57

KIP2

, which is capable of inhibiting CDK2 and CDK1

[1, 3-5].  

All three principal groups of cell cycle controllers are ac-

tive in specific phases of the cell cycle. In the G1 phase,

lasting from the end of mitosis to the beginning of the S

phase, the longest phase of the cell cycle lasting from a few

to more than ten hours, the priming cyclins involve cyclin

D (or its isoforms D1-D3), forming complexes with CDK4

and CDK6, and cyclin E, forming a complex with CDK2.

This complex, phosphorylated by cyclins D and E and re-

spective CDKs (CDK4 and CDK6) detaches from the tran-

scription factor E2F-DP, which initiates the transcription of

multiple genes required for the cell to enter phase S. The

passage from phase G1 to phase S is controlled by pRb (a

product of the suppressor Rb gene). This control point in-

volves also the function of p53; in cases of DNA damage
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Summary

Cyclins represent a numerous group of proteins which modulate the cell cycle by binding to respective kinases (CDKs) and the for-

mation of active complexes. Cyclin-dependent kinases are present in a cell throughout the cell cycle, activated by partner cyclins they

phosphorylate numerous proteins, which are associated with the activation of transcription factors, subsequently involved in the repli-

cation of DNA and in modeling of the cell cycle. CDKs may be inhibited by two families of inhibitors: the INK4 family, which com-

pete with cyclin D for binding with CDK4 and CDK6 and CIP/KIP family, which is capable of inhibiting CDK2 and CDK1. In contrast

to healthy cells, tumor cells divide beyond any control due to various reasons: an overexpression of cyclins, inactivation of kinase in-

hibitors or due to the loss of integrity involving factors active in the control points. The cell cycle manifests a variable duration of 20

hours to 5-10 days. In most malignant tumors the cell population doubling time takes more than 50 days. Disturbances in cell cycle con-

trol and a disturbed secretion of cyclins, CDKs or CDKI are linked to the development of cancer in several locations.  
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activation of p53 follows, with a subsequent increase in

concentration of p21

CIP1

, which binds to CDK2 and CDK4

inhibiting their action and blocking cell cycle at the G1

phase [1, 4, 6].

At the phase of synthesis cyclins A, B, and D are active,

binding to appropriate cyclin-dependent kinases (CDK1,

CDK2, CDK4, and CDK6). In addition, in this phase,

CDK7 and CDK9 are active, manifesting a double func-

tion: they activate all CDKs and stimulate transcription.

The duration of the phase is around seven hours [1, 2]. The

G2 phase is linked to an increase in concentration of cyclin

B, which following complexing with CDK1 represents the

main component of mitosis promoting factor (MPF). This

factor stimulates the passage of the cell from the G2 to M

phase [7]. 

The control point of G2/M involves the control of DNA

integrity before the cell enters phase M. The proteins p53

(again) and p21

WAF1 

[7, 8] are active in the control.

In phase M, lasting around one hour, cyclins B and D are

active, forming active complexes with the respective ki-

nases and, as a result of complex molecular processes, two

descendant cells are formed while cyclins undergo degra-

dation in the proteasomes. Following mitosis, the descen-

dant cell either enters the G1 phase again or the resting G0

phase, from which it may re-enter the G1 phase or die [1-

3]. 

In contrast to healthy cells, tumor cells divide beyond any

control due to various reasons: an overexpression of cy-

clins, inactivation of kinase inhibitors or due to the loss of

integrity involving factors active in the control points. The

cell cycle manifests a variable duration of 20 hours to 5-10

days. In most malignant tumors the cell population dou-

bling time takes more than 50 days [9].

Disturbances in cell cycle control and a disturbed secre-

tion of cyclins, CDKs or CDKI are linked to the develop-

ment of cancer in several locations [2, 4, 10, 11]. 

Breast cancer
A disturbed control of the cell cycle plays an important

role in the development of breast cancer. Nin et al. [11]

using immunohistochemistry examined the concentration

of cyclin E in breast carcinoma tissue; the control group in-

volved benign fibro-adenomas. An overexpression of cy-

clin E in breast cancer was found to be linked to the

expression of estrogen receptors and to metastases of the

cancer to lymph nodes. The investigators confirmed this

link on established cell lines of breast cancer, MCF-7. The

concentration of cyclin E increased following supplemen-

tation with 17β-estradiol and decreased after the applica-

tion of tamoxifen. This indicated that the estrogen receptor

played a critical role in the control of cyclin E production,

the overexpression of which may provide a marker of poor

prognosis. Wei et al. [12] provided evidence of the effects

of receptor status on the expression of cyclin D1b: the over-

expression of cyclin D1b was linked to a triple-negative

cancer and poor prognosis in patients. Such a significance

of cyclin overexpression was confirmed using an animal

model: silencing of the gene coding for cyclin D1b using

D1bsiRNA inhibited growth of the tumor and amplified the

effects of doxorubicin, pointing to the potential for therapy

targeted at the gene in breast cancer with an overexpres-

sion of cyclin D1b.

Mayer [10] expressed the opinion that the dysregulated

cell cycle opening potential for the development of cancer

and its metastases can be subjected to control again in a

therapy-attractive manner. However, the selective inhibi-

tion of CDK4 and CDK6 using palbociclib relies on inter-

action of the kinases with cyclin D1. The results of

investigations on the drug may provide a new standard of

therapy in breast cancer. 

Morikawa and Henry [13] corroborated the targeted ac-

tion of palbociclib. In breast cancers showing positivity for

estrogen receptors and negative for HER2, its action de-

pends on the reduction of Rb phosphorylation, linked to its

activity and the blocking of the cell cycle through the inhi-

bition of cyclin D-associated CDK4 and CDK6. Other stud-

ies showed that treatment using palbociclib in 37 patients

with amplified cyclin D1 gene (CCND1), expression of re-

ceptors for estrogens, active Rb and negative HER2 signif-

icantly elongated progression-free survival (PFS) [14].

Cyclin A represents another cyclin engaged in the devel-

opment of various cancers, including breast cancer [9, 15].

High expression of the cyclin estimated immunohisto-

chemically in 283 women with metastatic breast cancer

correlated with an abbreviated time to its first relapse and

the abbreviated duration of survival following the diagno-

sis. The authors thought that cyclin A provided a good

marker of tumor proliferation and a prognostic marker of

patient’s survival [15]. 

Ovarian cancer 
Interesting results of studies on cyclin E were presented

by Karst et al. [16]. They are related to etiopathogenesis of

ovarian serous G3 cancers, supposedly originating from

transformed oviduct cells. Since genomic analyses identi-

fied the amplification of the cyclin E1 gene as a possible

stimulator of oncogenesis in high grade (G3) serous ovar-

ian cancer, the authors examined the expression of cyclin

E1 in non-transformed cells of the oviduct, in early and ad-

vanced oviduct tumors. The expression of cyclin E proved

to be more pronounced in cancers. The authors expressed

the opinion that the loss of control over cyclin E production

stimulated malignant transformation in oviduct secretory

cells, the site of origin for serous ovarian cancers.

In numerous studies a relationship was documented be-

tween the expression of cyclin D1 and the course of ovar-

ian cancer [17, 18]. In immunohistochemical investigations

by Turan et al. [17], the expression of a few molecular

markers (HER-2/neu, survivin, cyclin D1) was studied in

benign cysts, borderline tumors. and serous ovarian can-
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cers. Immunoreactivity of HER-2/neu and survivin mani-

fested increasing values upon passage from benign cysts to

cancers. In malignant ovarian tumors a high expression of

cyclin D1 was disclosed (in 95.6% of the patients), a lower

one in borderline tumors (85.7%), and the lowest was

recorded in benign lesions (48%). Cyclin D1 was found to

provide a marker in serous ovarian cancer, similarly to

HER2/neu and survivin. The expression of cyclin D1 was

found to manifest a correlation with degree of cancer ma-

lignancy. In studies by Lin and Yu [18], a relationship was

suggested between the expression of cyclin D1 and that of

nucleostymin, undetectable in healthy ovarian tissue. Sim-

ilarly to cyclin D1, nucleostymin expression was linked to

a G1/S restriction point. In the opinion of the authors,

through cyclin D1, nucleostymin affects the control of the

cell cycle between the G1 and S phases. Similarly to Turan

et al. [17], Lin and Yu [18] detected the positive expression

of cyclin D1 in 90% of malignant tumors, 80% of border-

line cancers and 20% of benign tumors. The effect of nu-

cleostymin on the expression of cyclin D1 requires further

investigation.

Controversial results of studies were obtained in 172

cases of ovarian cancer at various stages of advancement (II

to IV) and the expression of CCNE1 gene coding for cyclin

E1 [19]. A high expression of the gene was found to exhibit

a significant correlation with longer survival. The authors

expressed the opinion that a high expression of cyclin E1

represents a significant and an independent predictive index

of longer survival, particularly at FIGO Stages III and IV. 

Wang et al. [20] examined the expression of β-catenin,

associated with cyclin D1 in 60 women with ovarian can-

cer. β-catenin expression was detected more frequently in

patients with FIGO Grades III and IV than in those with

FIGO Grades I and II (p = 0.003). The authors found that

β-catenin and cyclin D1 may provide markers of poor prog-

nosis in the cancer.

Another cyclin, cyclin A and factor YB1 (Y-BOX-

binding protein1) are engaged in transcription, translation,

tumor growth, invasiveness. and resistance to treatment

[21]. In women burdened with ovarian cancer, a higher ex-

pression of both cyclin A and YB1 in immunohistochemi-

cal studies were found to be more pronounced in advanced

cancers (FIGO III/IV), cancers manifesting low differenti-

ation (G3) and in cancers which after debulking left rem-

nants of > 1 cm. Thus, the overexpression of cyclin A was

linked to more pronounced tumor aggression and poor

prognosis. 

Endometrial cancer
In order to evaluate the role of cyclin D overexpression

in the development of endometrial cancer, the expression

was evaluated in hypertrophies (simple and complex) and

in cancers. Immunohistochemical analysis of cyclin D1 in

precancerous conditions and in endometrial cancer showed

that its expression was manifested in less than 40% of hy-

pertrophic lesions and endometrial cancers. Statistical

analysis demonstrated that patients with a high expression

of cyclin D1 carried a metastatic disease. In the opinion of

the authors, cyclin provided a key marker of metastatic en-

dometrial cancer even if it could not distinguish between

benign and malignant lesions [22].

Zapiecki et al. [23] estimated the nuclear expression of

cyclins D1 and E in two histological types of endometrial

cancer: clear cell carcinoma and adenosquamous carci-

noma. The expression of cyclin D1 was typical for en-

dometrial cancer with squamocellular differentiation while

its overexpression was linked to poor prognosis. Cyclin E

manifested overexpression in clear cell carcinoma and it

was linked to the shorter survival of the patients. Studies

in 211 patients with endometrioidal cancer of the en-

dometrium evaluated the overexpression of cyclin E using

an immunohistochemical approach. The analysis showed

that the respective correlation was related to a degree of

differentiation (G), and not to FIGO advancement, as

demonstrated in other studies, or to the invasion of my-

ometrium [24]. The same authors also examined the ex-

pression of cyclins A and B in the group of endometrial

cancers [8, 25]. Since cyclin A participates in restriction

points G1/S and G2/M, and cyclin B activates CDK1, sig-

nificant for the G2/M passage, their expression may be

linked to a loss of control over the cell cycle. The authors

showed that the overexpression of cyclin A correlated with

the degree of histological differentiation G and the grade

of advancement according to FIGO and represented an in-

dependent prognostic index in endometrioidal cancer of en-

dometrium. The expression of cyclin B also correlated with

the parameters (G and the grade of advancement). The au-

thors expected that the expression of cyclin may carry also

a prognostic significance, but this requires further investi-

gation. 

Cancer of the uterine cervix
Highly oncogenic HPV are strictly linked to the devel-

opment of precancerous conditions and cancer of the uter-

ine cervix through the interaction of E6 and R7 onco-

proteins with controllers of the cell cycle, such as p53 and

Rb. The expression of p53, p21, and p16 (CDK inhibiting

proteins), Ki-67 and cyclin D1, as well as the presence of

HPV were examined in precancerous conditions and in can-

cer of the uterine cervix. Highly oncogenic HPV were de-

tected in 96.3% of the cases. A significantly augmented

expression of p16, p21, and p53 was detected in precan-

cerous conditions up to the cancer while the expression of

cyclin D1 proved to undergo a marked reduction (p <

0.001). The authors thought that the estimation of factors

involved in the control of the cell cycle, p16, and cyclin D1

in particular may provide additional markers useful in the

differentiation of precancerous conditions from cancer of

the uterine cervix [26]. 

Wang et al. [27] conducted studies on cell lines of cancer
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in the uterine cervix with a stable expression of cyclin D1.

They proved that an increase in the concentration of cyclin

D1b (isoform of cyclin D1) blocked the cell cycle at the

G0/G1 phase and induced apoptosis, blocking in this way

cell proliferation in vivo. Their studies pointed to the anti-

tumorous effect of cyclin D1b in cancer of the uterine

cervix; cyclin may provide a therapeutic target in the can-

cer. 

Detailed studies on cyclin D1 (G870A) polymorphism

were subjected to analysis of PubMed and Embase data-

bases. The meta-analysis included 2,864 cases of cancer of

the uterine cervix and 3,898 cases of the control group. No

significant correlation could be disclosed between poly-

morphism of cyclin D1 and the risk of cancer development

in the uterine cervix. Asiatic and Caucasian ethnic sub-

groups were also examined. Such meta-analysis of cyclin

D1 (G870A) polymorphism could not identify grounds for

it to be linked with a genetic propensity toward develop-

ment of cancer in the uterine cervix.

In summary beyond doubt, cyclins as controllers of the

cell cycle in conditions of its derangement are involved in

the development of cancers in many locations; as demon-

strated they may provide prognostic markers of the disease

as well as a promising therapeutic target, similarly to the

examined tyrosine kinase inhibitors, of which several have

already found a therapeutic role. 
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